HURON COI
THE BUSINESS OF RESEARCH IS ONLY GETTING MORE COMPLEX AND CHALLENGING

Huron COI is part of the Huron Research Suite, a comprehensive solution to facilitate communication,
relieve administrative burden and free up time for what matters most — your research mission.
ORGANIZATIONAL BENEFITS

SOFTWARE FEATURES

• Automate COI processes
• Allow for future upgrades
• Manage transactional, annual and/or research related
certifications
Eliminate redundant data input — a major irritant and a
primary deterrent to COI compliance

Fully functional, upgradeable and documented solution

Streamlined disclosure forms

• Help ensure consistent processes
• Configure your own thresholds

Automated workflow

• Eliminate delays and lost disclosures
• Reduce the risk of noncompliance
• Foster a culture of transparency

Early flagging of potential conflicts

Track compliance and improve response rates

Electronic reminders, including automatic notification and
escalation

Easily generate and distribute data required for public
disclosure

Public disclosure reports with web publishing

Connect COI data to study and funding proposals without
duplicate data entry
Reduce errors and compliance risk, and facilitate rapid
access to remote data

Built in system integration with Huron’s IRB, IACUC and
Grants solutions

Reduce time required to create plans

Management plan templates of potential conflicts

Simplify identification, tracking and management of
institutional relationships that could create conflicts

Institutional COI support reminders

Easily tailor the solution to your disclosure needs

Browser-based, configurable application architecture

Prepare for tomorrow’s research discovery. Today.
Visit huronconsultinggroup.com/expertise/higher-education/research to contact Huron’s higher
education experts.
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Increase institutional compliance and streamline disclosure processes with an electronic centralized
COI management system that eliminates process roadblocks. Huron’s COI solution lets you integrate
annual disclosure data with related research certifications such as IRB studies and funding proposals.
You can also easily reconfigure the system to meet new internal or external requirements. Over 60
leading research institutions currently manage their COI compliance efforts with Huron COI.

huronconsultinggroup.com

The fiercely competitive research environment challenges institutions to maintain a worldclass research enterprise that moves society forward, promotes innovation and advances
knowledge — all without adding additional administrative burden to researchers.

